Thursday 28th
Fiendish questions, taxing
teasers and Rock & Roll bingo
music rounds.
Cash, beer and prizes to be won!
£2pp entry, 8pm start.

beer & gin
festival 2019

Saturday 30th
Gin Tasting Session
A relaxed evening with five
different full measure gin and
tonics to try, along with a
special gin cocktail and nibbles.
Limited tickets available at the bar.

31st Mar-1st April

FREE Spring Crafts drop-in aimed at
preschool and primary aged children.
Plenty of great activities including leaf
crowns and Easter baskets and a special
trail around the local streets.
Activities and trail packs available from
the Alex garden room from 2.30pm.

TASTING NOTES

#

Gin

1

BLOOM LEMON & ELDERFLOWER GIN 25% - Fragrant elderflower up
£3.70
front, supported by crisp juniper and jasmine. Lemon sweetness slowly builds,
with a touch of orange thrown in for good measure

2

BULLARDS NORWICH DRY GIN 42.5% - A London Dry Gin from
£3.90
Norwich that uses botanicals such as juniper, cardamom, coriander, lemon and
orange peels and tonka beans
NELSON’S RHUBARB & CUSTARD GIN 41% - Sharp, sweet rhubarb
stands out, with the mellow vanilla balancing out the tart fruit notes. Citrus
peels and Christmas-y spice in the background

3

£ 25ml

#

Gin

£ 25ml

15

OPIHR ORIENTAL SPICED GIN 40% - Coriander and citrus, gentle juniper
and peppery notes

£3.90

16

TANQUERAY No 10 47.3% - A mix of incredibly clean, spicy juniper, hints
of Earl Grey tea and cardamom. Very citrus-rich

£4.60

17

BROCKMANS 40% - This is made with Bulgarian coriander, blueberries and
blackberries as well as bittersweet Valencia orange peels. The result is well
balanced and full of flavour

£3.90

18

KING OF SOHO 42% - Bright citrus, the grapefruit peel giving it a unique
sweetness. Hints of spice lurk around behind it

£4.60

19

URBAN ROOTS NATURAL STRAWBERRY GIN 40% - Urban Root Nat- £3.80
ural Strawberry Gin 40% Urban Root Strawberry Gin is combination of 9 carefully selected botanicals and the finest British strawberries, distilled in a handmade copper pot still to create a sweet and fruity gin

20

MUFF LIQUOR COMPANY POTATO GIN 40% - It features a selection of 9 £3.90
botanicals, including rosemary, elderflower, lemon and mandarin, as well as
Champagne essence. The spirit itself is based around Irish potatoes, which have
been used to make poitín for many years in Ireland

21

BERTHAS REVENGE IRISH MILK GIN 42% - Spice arrives first, with plen- £4.00
ty of clove and cardamom. Soon becomes creamy and vanilla-y, joined by fresh
citrus peels

22

HOXTON PINK GIN 40% - Only ethically sourced botanicals, such as
bergamot, chamomile, elderflower, grapefruit, gunpowder tea, hibiscus sugar,
juniper, liquorice, orris and rose hip were used for the Hoxton's Pink's recipe

23

HENDRICKS 41.4% - Quirky producer Hendricks make their pot-still distilled £3.90
gin using cucumber as one of the primary botanicals

24

J J WHITLEY HANDCRAFTED VIOLET GIN 38.6% - The eponymous floral £3.70
element is combined with a selection of eight additional botanicals along the
lines of juniper, coriander, liquorice and angelica

25

BULLDOG 40% - A delicious English gin made with poppy, dragon eye, lotus £3.90
leaves, citrus, almond, lavender and various other botanicals (12 in total)

26

CAORUNN SMALL BATCH GIN 41.8% - Copper berry chamber infused.
100% grain neutral spirit. Rowan berry, dandelion, bog myrtle, coul blush
apple, heather. With depth in every detail, personally crafted in the Scottish
Highlands. An invigorating infusion of 5 handpicked Celtic botanicals

£3.90

27

TANQUERAY FLOR DE SEVILLA 41.3% - Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla is
made with bittersweet Seville oranges to deliver a fruitful and zesty taste, balanced with the 4 botanicals of our classic London dry gin

£4.00

28

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER 43% - Essence of Rhubarb adds a £3.70
tart crisp edge whilst the real ginger warms the palate Exceptional quality with
Full-Bodied complex finish

£4.00

4

EMPRESS 1908 GIN 42.5% - With a sherbet-like sweetness that offsets the
£4.00
earthy juniper taste, this drink transforms from a stunning purple or blue on its
own to delicate purple pink when mixed with tonic

5

URBAN ROOT LONDON DRY GIN 40% - This quintessentially British
£3.70
London Dry Gin that is packed full of juniper flavour and distilled with 8 other
botanicals to create a very distinctive and unique flavour

6

PLYMOUTH NAVY STRENGTH GIN 57% - The alcoholic strength is
balanced by the deep flavour, an exquisite combination of botanicals. One of
the finest gins ever made in England

£4.00

7

TINY REBEL CLWB GIN 42% - Tiny Rebel Clwb Gin Fun and sunshine.
Enough for everyone. The perfect description for a bottle of Clwb Tropicana
gin

£3.90

8

ROKU JAPANESE CRAFT GIN 43% - Earthy and vegetal, with a light
whisper of fruity sweetness hiding underneath. Peppery notes develop on the
finish

£3.70

9

IMAGINARIA TURKISH DELIGHT GIN 20% - Hints of chocolate and
sweet rose, alongside spicy juniper

£3.70

10

SHARISH BLUE MAGIC GIN 40% - Loads of raspberry and strawberry
notes up front. Stem ginger and coriander arrive in support, but the berries are
the main attraction here

£4.00

11

SAFFRON GIN 40% - Saffron Gin On the nose a delicate saffron presence,
combining beautifully with the aromas of juniper, citrus and angelica, lightly
floral top notes with an anise base aroma

£3.90

12

WHITLEY NEIL QUINCE GIN 43% - A very sweet, quite syrupy texture
reveals notes of juicy citrus, warming ginger, hints of juniper and
unmistakable quince. There’s plenty of fleshy pear and peach in there too

£3.70

13

SADLERS PEAKY BLINDERS SPICED GIN 40% - Ginger and black pepper £3.70
make for a spicy opening, though well balanced by ample helpings of fresh
citrus

14

ZYMURGORIUM REALM OF THE UNICORN GIN 20% - flavoured to
taste like marshmallow alongside classic juniper-y goodness

£3.90

£3.90

